WHAT
IS REMAKE
LEARNING?

Remake Learning is a
network that ignites
engaging, relevant,
and equitable learning
practices in support of
young people navigating
rapid social and
technological change.
Our network, established in 2007, is an open group of
interconnected, creative, and innovative people and organizations

NETWORK

in the greater Pittsburgh region. Our purpose is to spark and share
best practices and new ideas, make it easier for neighbors and
colleagues to help each other, reduce duplicative efforts in the
region, and leverage resources collectively for greater impact. No
one organization alone can transform teaching and learning to better
serve today’s young people, so Remake Learning helps bring them
together.

“Remake Learning is about
connecting people from different
silos who never would have
connected without it.”
PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT PROVIDER
AND REMAKE LEARNING NETWORK MEMBER

ENGAGING

When learning is engaging, learners have the time, resources,
support, environment, and encouragement to be active problemsolvers, creators, innovators, advocates, and citizens.

When learning is equitable, more supports and opportunities are

When learning is relevant, it resonates today with a learner’s

afforded to those of greatest need. Based on national and regional

RELEVANT

interests, culture, context, community, identity, abilities, and
experiences, while allowing room for exposure and growth. It also
prepares learners for the future, in which interdisciplinary skills like
creativity, problem-solving, critical thinking, and collaboration will be
increasingly salient.

EQUITABLE

research*, this means particular attention is paid to working
alongside, as well as uplifting and supporting the voices, strength,
and potential of: learners in poverty; learners of color; learners in
rural areas; girls in STEM (science, technology, engineering, and
math); and learners with exceptionalities.

“If we change the curriculum to address
real problems in our lives, kids will pay attention.
How is this going to be relevant to my outside life?
How is this going to be helpful to me?”
9TH GRADE LEARNER FROM PITTSBURGH

What do we mean when we say we want to
“Remake Learning?”
Problem Statement: Why Remake Learning?
We are living in a time of remarkable change. From the way our cities work to
the way our brains develop, everything about our world stands to be revised,
redefined, and remade. “This is the story of social, economic, and technological
change in the 21st century,” notes a report ** from the KnowledgeWorks
Foundation. “We are not following a clear path at a steady clip; we are speeding
on an uncertain track at an exponential pace.”
These changes mean that young people today are frequent users
of digital tools and media. As a result, some research, including
from Carnegie Mellon University’s BrainHub, suggests that they are
experiencing different patterns of brain development than previous
generations. In what ways should teaching and learning, both in- and
out-of-school, change as well to engage today’s kids?

We also know that despite these developmental, technological, and
societal changes, one institution has largely remained stagnant. Save for
a few tweaks, America’s education model is a relic of the bygone factory
era: A time when efficiency and repetition were valued above all, with a
focus on basic knowledge and skills.
How do we work together to rethink our learning institutions to make
them more relevant and help them prepare learners for an undefined,
complex, yet exciting future?

Finally, we know that our current educational structures and systems
have been unable to close opportunity gaps between marginalized
populations (learners in poverty; learners of color; learners in rural
areas; girls in STEM; and learners with exceptionalities) and their peers.
Continued stagnation in our educational model threatens to widen
these gaps as technological and societal change accelerates. How can
innovations in teaching and learning create more equitable opportunities
and outcomes for young people?

Remake Learning members collaborate to wrestle with these questions
and create new projects and programs that “Remake Learning” for the
young people of today and the contexts of tomorrow. What can we do
collectively to “Remake Learning” in order to best serve this generation
and generations to come?

“We are rapidly entering a new
era in which our economy,
our institutions, and
our societal structures—
indeed, the very bedrock of
our lives—are shifting at an
accelerating pace.”
4.0 FORECAST, KNOWLEDGEWORKS

“Learners are solving
for, advocating for,
and building for what
purpose? How do we
‘remake learning’
for a more just and
equitable society?”
FUNDER AND REMAKE LEARNING MEMBER

A Vision for the Future of
Learning in the Greater Pittsburgh Region
We envision a future in which the creative members of Remake Learning support
each other to ensure that learning is engaging, relevant, and equitable across
projects, organizations, and programs.
In the greater Pittsburgh region, learning practices and environments will:
• Activate skills in critical
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that unlock opportunities
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driven future. Learners

world.

are empowered to identify
and solve problems that
affect themselves and their
communities; to fail, retry,
and learn from mistakes; to
express their creativity in
authentic ways; and to both
struggle and have fun.

“Technology is
a tool but you
don’t have to
use technology
(to Remake
Learning).”
IN-SCHOOL EDUCATOR
AND REMAKE LEARNING
MEMBER

• Connect all the places

• Derive from deep and
caring relationships
between learners and their

learners live, work, and

families, peers, educators,

play, including schools,

and mentors.

to thrive both within
and beyond their own
communities.

libraries, museums, parks,
clubs, community centers,
centers of faith, at home, and
online.

“Being part of a
network carries
weight. There’s
an expectation
in a network
that there’s
both something
you bring and
receive.”
OUT-OF-SCHOOL EDUCATOR
AND REMAKE LEARNING
MEMBER

“Remake Learning is a
connected community of
resources and that’s inspiring.
If I need something,
I can find somebody that
can connect me there
in the Network.”
EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATOR
AND REMAKE LEARNING MEMBER

How can a person or organization
become a part of Remake Learning?

What does Remake Learning
do for its members?

To become a part of Remake Learning, simply add yourself

Remake Learning is a greater Pittsburgh regional network, not an

and your organization to the Remake Learning Directory by visiting

organization. Its strength is derived from its members. Members

www.remakelearning.org/join.

are supported, however, with several staff positions that create a

You will be asked to upload a photo and answer a few short questions.
It should take no more than 10 minutes.

What are the expectations of
Remake Learning members?
To be considered part of the Remake Learning network and appear
on www.remakelearning.org, you must be open to:
• Holding yourself and other network members accountable to the

network infrastructure in order to:
Catalyze equitable, engaging, and relevant approaches to learning;
Communicate stories of children, youth, families, and
practitioners;
Convene diverse people and organizations creating equitable,
engaging, and relevant learning;
Coordinate activities to reduce duplication and leverage
resources; and
Champion best practices.

mission and vision.
• Being contacted by other network members.
• Following network values. This means interacting with other
members in ways that are:
• Creative and Innovative: We support inventive solutions and
imaginative approaches to learning.
• Collaborative and Cooperative: We work in multidisciplinary
teams in mutual support of shared goals and objectives.
• Accessible and Open: We promote the productive exchange of
ideas and opportunities and welcome the opportunity to share
our knowledge and expertise.
• Inclusive: We value and prioritize the voices of those that

This infrastructure extends the capacity for network members
to innovate and improve their learning practices by providing
“connective tissue” and perspective beyond one’s own organization,
as well as adding capacity for organizations to more easily partner
with one another.
Learn more about how the network functions at
www.remakelearning.org/playbook.

Why become a member
of Remake Learning?
Remake Learning members gain access to the infrastructure that the

comprise the global majority, yet are often marginalized in

network provides. In order to be eligible for catalytic grant funding,

American society.

participate in working groups, take advantage of and be featured in

• Experimental, Catalytic, and Transformative: We test promising
new ideas with the power to advance learning.
• Flexible and Future-Focused: We respond to the ever-changing
needs of children and youth.
• Trusting of Youth: We trust the youth of today to experiment,

network communications, and more, you must be a member of the
Remake Learning network.

Where is Remake Learning?
Remake Learning members reside in the greater Pittsburgh

play, work together, solve problems, lead, advocate, and follow

region, which includes the counties of Allegheny, Butler, Beaver,

their curiosity.

Westmoreland, Greene, Fayette, and Washington in Pennsylvania,

• Positive and Respectful: We are kind to learners and

as well as parts of north-central West Virginia.

collaborators.
• Playful and Accepting: We are accepting of one another, as well
as encouraging, exciting, welcoming, and inspiring!

To learn more about Remake Learning,
please visit RemakeLearning.org
and/or contact

Anne Sekula

Sunanna Chand

Ani Martinez

Remake Learning Staff:

DIRECTOR, REMAKE LEARNING COUNCIL

STRATEGIST

COMMUNITY MANAGER

Anne@RemakeLearning.org

Sunanna@RemakeLearning.org

Ani@RemakeLearning.org

Thank you to each of the over 100 individuals who hosted and/or participated in roundtable
conversations to recreate the mission, vision, and values for Remake Learning, as well as everyone who
contributed their thoughts virtually.
Roundtable Conversation Hosts
Sunanna Chand, Remake Learning
Tracey Armant, The Grable Foundation
Temple Lovelace, Duquesne University

Tyler Samstag, Allegheny
Intermediate Unit
LaTrenda Sherrill, Office of
Mayor Bill Peduto, City of Pittsburgh*

Lou Karas, West Liberty University
Don Martin, Intermediate Unit 1
James Fogarty, A+ Schools
Alana Kulesa, Carnegie Science Center

Shaun Tomaszewski* and
Sheila May-Stein, Pittsburgh Public
Schools

Jennifer Ehealt, Common Sense Media
Larry Ehrlich
Kathi Elliot, Gwen’s Girls
Cori Frazier, Education Rights Network
Nora Gilchrist, Pittsburgh Center for
Creative Reuse (PCCR)
Josiah Gilliam, Homewood Children’s
Village
Lois Goldstein
Tiffini Gorman Simoneaux, Office of
Mayor Bill Peduto, City of Pittsburgh
Heather Grubbs, Allegheny College
Norton Gusky
Scott Gutowski, Pittsburgh Public
Schools
Andrew Halter, Hampton Township
School District
Matt Hannigan, The Sprout Fund
Charity Haubrich, CP Justice
MaryLu Hutchins, Carnegie Mellon
University CREATE Lab
Kathy Hypes, RESA 7
Medina Jackson, University of
Pittsburgh Office of Child Development
Lou Karas, West Liberty University
Ryan Kish, Arconic Foundation
Erica Kolat, McGuffey School District
Chip Lindsey, The Children’s Museum of
Pittsburgh
Cathy Lewis Long, The Sprout Fund
Bill Lucas, LUMA Institute
Jason Marling, Sherrard Middle School
Phil Martell, Connellsville Area School
District

Barbara McDonnell, Duquesne City
School District
Michelle McMurray, The Pittsburgh
Foundation
Cathy Monteroso, West Liberty
University
Graham Mulqueen, A+ Schools
Rachel Nagy, California Area School
District
Maggie Negrete, Brashear Association
Laurie Nicholl, National Aviary
Allyce Pinchback, Pittsburgh Public
Schools
Janeen Peretin, Baldwin-Whitehall
School District
Debbie Priorie, Carnegie Library of
Pittsburgh
Tom Reed, Catalyst Connections
Camila Rivera-Tinsley, Pittsburgh Parks
Conservancy
Bille Rondinelli, South Fayette School
District
Laura Roop, University of Pittsburgh/
Western Pennsylvania Writing Project
Jessica Ruffin, Carlow University
Sarah Schimmel, West Liberty
University
Leah Scott, Allegheny Partners for Outof-School Time (APOST)
Anne Sekula, Remake Learning
Scott Sinn, Southeastern Greene School
District
Zac Shutler, Bridgeport School District
Brett Slezak, Allegheny Valley School
District

Susan Slote, Allegheny College
Nancy Stahlschmidt, Intermediate Unit 1
Justin Stephans, Plum Borough School
District
Quincy Swatson, The Door Campaign
Michelle Thomas, Mentoring
Partnership
Jared Thompson, West Liberty
University
Alexis Tuckfelt
Masa Uzicanin, Sevenzo
Shannon Varley, Keystone Oaks School
District
Kathleen Wack, West Liberty University
Lee Ann Wainwright, Chevron
Shimira Williams, TekStart
Joe Welch, North Hills School District
Stan Whiteman, Duquesne City School
District
Brian Wolovich, Millvale Community
Library
Debralyn Woodbury-Shaw, The Oasis
Project
Dror Yaron, Carnegie Mellon University
CREATE Lab

Roundtable Participants
Eight Perry Traditional Academy
Students (Pittsburgh Public Schools)
Justin Aglio, Montour School District
Nina Barbuto, Assemble
Bill Baronak, West Liberty University
Tim Beck, Sto-Rox School District
Larry Berger, Saturday Light Brigade
Laura Branby, Allegheny College
Diana Brautigam, Allegheny College
Ian Brown, GTECH Strategies
James Brown, YMCA of Greater
Pittsburgh/The Lighthouse Project
Shawn Butler, The Pittsburgh Promise
Lisa Callender, ASSET STEM Education
Keely Camden, West Liberty University*
Leigh Carlson-Hernandez, University of
Pittsburgh Office of Child Development
Cara Ciminillo, Pittsburgh Association
for the Education of Young Children
(PAEYC)
Melanie Claxton, Allegheny Partners for
Out-of-School Time (APOST)
James Cooper, Pittsburgh Public
Schools
Danielle Crumrine, Tree Pittsburgh
Teresa DeFlitch, Green Building
Alliance*
Lori Delale O’Conner, University of
Pittsburgh Center for Urban Education
Jim Denova, Benedum Foundation
Miriam Douglas, West Liberty
University
Amber Farr, Buhl Foundation
Greg DuFour, Grow Pittsburgh

THANK
YOU.

*These participants are listed with the
organization they represented at the
time the roundtable was conducted, and
have since changed positions and/or
organizational affiliation.

Virtual Contributors

These participants did not participate
in roundtable conversations in person,
but they gave thoughts on this document
via the online Google Document or
via email.
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